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Introduction
Due to the sudden onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, healthcare providers worldwide have been
left with a paucity of validated and reliable ways to confirm the diagnosis. Confirming who does
and does not have COVID-19 is essential to the successful management and containment of
the virus. Current diagnostic options are limited in type, supply, and reliability.
The four following scenarios have all been speculated as possible with COVID-19:
-

discharge of patients after unreliable (false negative) test results without
appropriate precautions,
reinfection after symptomatic improvement with known COVID-19,
relapse without full clearance of the initial infection, and
mutation in the virus with new infection.

However, without reliable diagnostic testing, it is difficult to know the actual rates at which these
scenarios occur, if they occur at all, and how this should alter the treatment protocol for future
standard of care regarding diagnostics (1,2).
This article explores the controversial unreliability of existing diagnostic methods and maintains
that more reliable diagnostic methods (or combinations and sequencing) are necessary to
effectively assist in reducing the occurrence of the first scenario—discharge of the patient on
false negative test results—while allowing for more accurate estimations of the rates of the
remaining three: reinfection, relapse, and mutation in the virus.
Current Testing Options
Currently, there are no FDA-approved diagnostic tests for Covid-19, but more are becoming
available by the day through the FDA’s Expanded Access program. Expanded access,
sometimes called "Compassionate Use," is the use of a drug, biologic, or medical device not yet
approved by the FDA outside of a clinical trial (3). This method expedites the FDA review
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process to allow the use of an investigational device to save the life of a patient, or to treat a
patient for which there are no clinical trials or alternative therapies available (4). A category of
Expanded Access is the FDA's Emergency Use Authorization which allows the use of a test
article on a human subject in a life-threatening situation in which no standard acceptable
treatment is available, and in which there is insufficient time before the risk is likely realized to
obtain FDA approval for the use. Although prior FDA approval for use is not required, all usage
must be reported to the FDA within 5 days of use (5). At the time of this article, all diagnostic
tests available for hospital use were made available using an Emergency Use Authorization (5 –
9).
Nucleic Acid Amplification Tests
Nucleic acid amplification tests (NAAT), such as reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction
(RT PCR), are currently the most common diagnostic method used by hospitals worldwide to
diagnose COVID-19; prior to March 23, 2020, they were the only chemical diagnostic test
available in the United States (9,10). This technology is extremely reliable, but only if usability
and reagent requirements are met. The greatest limitation of NAATs is the high incidence of
false negative diagnoses seen specifically in COVID-19 diagnostic tests (1,2). The largest study
on coronavirus testing to date estimates a rate of 41% false negatives on RT PCR diagnostic
tests used in China (11). However, despite the high false-negative rate, at present, RT-PCR test
remains the reference standard to make a definitive diagnose of COVID-19 infection (12).
Due to expedited development and rollout of these tests to far distant locations where staff had
different levels of experience, the sensitivity and specificity of these assays remain unclear. It is
likely that the performance of available detection kits may have been compromised by the
urgency under which these assays had to be developed; kits could not be adequately validated
for clinical or analytical accuracy prior to becoming available for use where needed. In the
absence of sufficiently rigorous testing standards, the thresholds for a positive or negative
diagnosis were make-do and questionably determined, as well as were the origin and fidelity of
the initial calibration and validation data. Additionally, the many countries which developed and
adopted the earliest tests vary in their regulation of diagnostic test development, further
complicating the ability to assess the quality and sensitivity of detection kits and preservation
solutions. The global device development community is lacking sufficiently harmonized device
regulatory compliance environments for the stress of this pandemic.
The timeline of disease progression and sampling is another factor which contributes to
diagnostic uncertainty. Given the long incubation time of the disease, a low viral load during the
initial days of illness could produce a false negative diagnosis. In many reported false negative
cases, patients did not carry enough viral load to be detected positive at the time of sampling
(13). Moreover, the tests will only offer a positive result when the virus is still present—they
cannot identify patients who were infected, recovered, and then cleared the virus from their
bodies (9).
Difficulty in obtaining a reliable biospecimen sample presents an additional challenge with
NAATs. The current recommendation for this test is to obtain biospecimen samples from the
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oropharynx and the nasopharynx. Other sources of biospecimen such as feces, blood, cheek,
and urine have lowest meaningful detection rates so low – often with false negative rates
greater than 70% - that they greatly increase the risk of a false negative diagnosis (8, 14 – 17).
However, there are some challenges with nasal and throat swabs, including potential patient
discomfort and even bleeding, the need for an experienced healthcare provider to administer,
the risk of droplet exposure to the healthcare provider, and inability to obtain specimens from
the lower respiratory tract (18).
The further development of point-of-care NAATs will allow hospitals to move towards a
diagnostic method in which biospecimen processing is not dependent on sample storage or
transport conditions, and minimal user controls are required to ensure proper sample
processing. An additional benefit of point-of-care testing is that it could allow patients to be
tested at screening centers, reducing the burden on hospitals. However, as promising as this
technology is, it does not reduce the many ongoing challenges in reagent supply, storage, and
handling (5,11).
CT Scan
Current research indicates that time sequencing CT scans may be the most sensitive diagnostic
testing method available for the coronavirus and could be capable of yielding an accurate
diagnosis faster than RT-PCR by an average of 3 days (12,19). However, there is still a false
negative rate of ≥12% reported with attempted CT diagnoses of COVID-19 (14). Mass CT scans
are also not a practical solution as many countries do not have enough CT machines,
technicians, and radiologists to support pandemic testing rates. Most hospitals in the United
States have 1 or 2 CT machines and it usually takes doctors between five and 15 minutes to
analyze one CT scan and give an interpretation (20,21). A significant limitation is also the time it
takes to appropriately disinfect a CT scanner in between patients being studied, which can take
up to an hour depending on the scanner and associated ventilation system of the area that
houses the scanner. Additionally, to obtain maximum diagnostic accuracy, multiple scans from
different time frames should be reviewed (22), and previous studies have indicated that
performing 2 scans, 6 days apart, would lead to increased diagnostic accuracy (11,14).
AI algorithms capable of detecting coronavirus in CT scans have been developed in China to
reduce clinical diagnosis times while increasing diagnostic accuracy (23). However, while these
algorithms reduce the number of scans required to produce diagnoses, patients will still need to
undergo CT and the bottleneck of one or two CT machines per hospital will still remain.
Serological Tests/Immunoassays
Serological tests (ST) use a surface protein or an array of virus peptides to capture antibodies
specific to the virus in patients’ blood. As this test measures the body’s immune response to the
virus, these tests confirm whether someone was infected even after their immune system has
cleared the virus; moreover, these tests can help track who has been exposed to the virus but
remain asymptomatic (23). At the time of this article, these assays were still under development
in the United States, with one having just received approval to begin emergency use, but STs
have recently been developed and used without prior validation in China (9,24). Initial findings in
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China have reported a detection accuracy of up to 93% when tests were conducted under the
proper conditions (25).
Current limitations of STs include the fact that new tests need to be validated using the
antibodies from the blood of infected people, which increases the development timeline. Another
limitation is that the tests cannot provide a diagnosis within the first week of infection; a
significant lag period exists as virus-targeting antibodies normally appear between 7-14 days
after the onset of the illness (26). The test is the most accurate starting 2 weeks after the onset
of the illness – with the CDC recommending a wait of 3 weeks after a person becomes ill to let
antibody levels build – which may be an unreasonable amount of time to wait for a diagnosis,
given the infectiousness of this disease (27).
Lab Developed Tests
Lab Developed Tests (LDT), including Lab Developed Home Tests, may contain the same or
similar components as IVD tests; however, they must be developed and used within the same
facility. At the time of this article, many LDTs were in development with only one available for
hospital use in the United States (8).
The limitation of these tests is that while these products are relatively quick to market, regulatory
review is not required of their clinical or analytical validity or marketing claims before entering
the market. Although LDTs may contain the same or similar components as IVD tests, they are
not subject to the same efficacy standards. Another challenge is that these tests also must be
processed and analyzed at the manufacturer and not at the hospital or sample collection site,
creating potential modes of failure during specimen storage and transport.
Methods to Increase Diagnostic Accuracy on the Operator Side
Given the very high infection rate for this virus, it is important to have accurate diagnostic data
as soon as possible, as false negatives have proven to have an especially deleterious
epidemiological effect (28,29). Reducing the number of false negative diagnoses is critical when
determining isolation precautions and cohorting for hospitalized patients - with so many
asymptomatic carriers, it’s very possible that some patients admitted to hospitals for other
conditions or trauma may be unknowingly carrying COVID-19. Knowing a patient has cleared
COVID-19 and has antibodies to it, or knowing patients are silent carriers would allow hospitals
to prioritize whom to isolate and help immensely to decrease hospital-based transmissions.
Moreover this data would be extremely beneficial to healthcare providers as the rates of
asymptomatic carriers among hospital workers is very high (17). Knowing if providers have
developed immunity, or are silent carriers, would allow hospitals to better determine when to
keep providers at home, as well as how to risk-stratify providers in high risk professions or
procedures.
Under the current circumstances, the following actions may be taken on the operator side to
increase the diagnostic efficiency of the tools currently available.
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Selecting optimal sources for biospecimen is paramount when conducting NAATs. Initial
findings indicate that for NAATs, the throat and nasal cavity are the most accurate swab sites,
although studies differ on which one is the most accurate (1,2,28,29). A previous study has
found that detection strengths of using nasopharyngeal (nasal) or oropharyngeal (throat) swabs
differ for different pathogens infecting the respiratory tract, and that one is not superior to the
other for all cases (30). Initial rapid guidelines from China only indicate the usage of throat
swabs (31). Similarly, the CDC recommends a nasal swab for COVID-19 diagnostic testing
using RT-PCR and, in the absence of a proper nasal swab, a throat swab in place of or in
addition to, the nasal swab (32).
Having a quantitative test of viral load could help direct therapy or detect which patients are
likely to decompensate, however, this would take weeks to months of research after release of a
test.
Additionally, performing just one type of test to diagnose COVID-19 could proliferate falsenegative results or misdiagnoses due to the complex medical conditions of the patients.
Therefore, a multi-prong approach in which multiple diagnostic tools are used to confirm results
should be employed. This approach should also include diagnostic testing at multiple timepoints
throughout the course of infection. The implementation of a combined diagnostic workflow of
integrated serological testing with nucleic acid detection would provide a high-quality, multidimensional, and cost-effective diagnostic solution that could meet the detection needs for early
disease prevention and control, differential diagnosis, and epidemiological investigations.
Ideally, patients admitted to the hospital should be tested upon admission, and at weekly
intervals to determine COVID-19 diagnosis, and every provider tested weekly to account for the
long incubation time of the virus (17).
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